This paper presents the release of EmojiNet, the largest machine-readable emoji sense inventory that links Unicode emoji representations to their English meanings extracted from the Web. EmojiNet is a dataset consisting of: (i) 12,904 sense labels over 2,389 emoji, which were extracted from the web and linked to machine-readable sense definitions seen in BabelNet; (ii) context words associated with each emoji sense, which are inferred through word embedding models trained over Google News corpus and a Twitter message corpus for each emoji sense definition; and (iii) recognizing discrepancies in the presentation of emoji on different platforms, specification of the most likely platformbased emoji sense for a selected set of emoji. The dataset is hosted as an open service with a REST API and is available at http://emojinet.knoesis.org/. The development of this dataset, evaluation of its quality, and its applications including emoji sense disambiguation and emoji sense similarity are discussed.
Introduction and Motivation
With the rise of social media, pictographs, better known as 'emoji', have become an extremely popular form of communication. Their popularity may be explained by the typical short text format of social media, with emoji able to express rich content in a single character. Emoji are also a powerful way to express emotions or a hard to write, subtle notion effectively (Kelly and Watts 2015) . For example, emoji are used by many Internet users, irrespective of their age. Emogi, an Internet marketing firm reports that over 92% of all online users have used emoji 1 . They further report that emoji use is not simply a millennial fad, as over 65% of frequent and 28% of occasional Internet users over the age of 35 use emoji. Creators of the SwiftKey Keyboard for mobile devices report that they process 6 billion messages per day that contain emoji (SwiftKey 2015) . Moreover, business organizations have adopted and now accept the use of emoji in professional communication. For example, Appboy, an Internet marketing company, reports that there has been a 777% year-over-year increase and 20% month-overmonth increase in emoji usage for marketing campaigns by business organizations in 2016 2 . These statistics leave little 1 https://goo.gl/C5ioVO 2 https://goo.gl/ttxyP1
doubt that emoji are a significant and important aspect of electronic communication across the world.
In the same way that natural language is processed with sophisticated machine learning techniques and technologies (Manning and Schütze 1999) for many important applications, including text similarity (Gomaa and Fahmy 2013) and word sense disambiguation (Navigli 2009), so too should emoji be subject to evaluation. Yet the graphical nature of emoji, the fact that (the same) emoji may be used in different contexts to express different senses, and the fact that emoji are used in all languages over the world make it especially difficult to apply traditional NLP techniques to them (Miller et al. 2016; Barbieri et al. 2016) . Indeed, when emoji were first introduced, they were defined with no rigid semantics attached, which allowed people to develop their own use and interpretation 3 . Thus, similar to words, emoji can take on different meanings depending on context and part-of-speech (POS) (Wijeratne et al. 2016b) .
We previously proposed and released a prototype system that maps emoji to their set of possible meanings or senses (Wijeratne et al. 2016b) . A sense is defined as a combination of a word (e.g. laugh), its POS tag (e.g. noun), and its definition in a message context or gloss (e.g. Produce laughter). The system was constructed with an eye towards solving the emoji sense disambiguation problem, which is the ability to identify the meaning of an emoji in the context of a message in a computational manner. The initial system was able to map 845 different emoji symbols (35% of all emoji supported by the Unicode Consortium) to a set of 3,206 different senses (Wijeratne et al. 2016b ). However, it did not provide information about all emoji supported by the Unicode Consortium 4 , instead relying on a crowdsourced database (The Emoji Dictionary) with strict rules about deciding when to attach a sense to an emoji. The sense definitions (glosses) available in this system were extracted from BabelNet (Navigli and Ponzetto 2010), which is the most comprehensive machine-readable dictionary available to-date. Those sense definitions are often short (15 words on average) and are based on well written text. Prior research on NLP suggests that the accuracy of the sense disambiguation tasks can be improved by incorporating more 3 https://goo.gl/ztqjC2 4 https://goo.gl/lo3z1E context words (Vasilescu, Langlais, and Lapalme 2004) and NLP tools trained on well-formed text might not work well with social media text due to language variations (Ritter et al. 2011) . Thus, it is important for an emoji sense inventory to have access to context words retrieved from social media data streams such as Twitter in addition to well-formed text extracted from BabelNet sense definitions. Moreover, noting past work by Miller et al. on platform-dependent emoji renderings and interpretations (Miller et al. 2016) , our preliminary system did not capture the significant influence a device or interface (e.g.
on Apple iMessage vs. on Google Messages) has on the intended sense of an emoji. It also did not provide an API for others to access the dataset.
This paper presents the release of EmojiNet, an open service and public API that substantially extends and addresses the limitations of the prototype system discussed above. The service enables researchers and practitioners to query an extensive database of emoji senses, and enables the potential integration of emoji with practical and theoretical NLP analyses. EmojiNet attaches 12,904 sense definitions to over 2,389 emoji, along with data about the relevance of a sense to the platform it is read on for a selected set of emoji. The set of sense definitions extracted from BabelNet for each emoji are strengthened with context words learned from word embedding models from corpuses of Google News articles and Twitter messages. The paper details the architecture of EmojiNet, including its integration with other web resources and the process of disambiguating emoji senses using the contexts learned over the word embedding models. It then discusses the extent of the EmojiNet emoji sense database, the format and metadata stored in it, and provides examples of its use in two use-cases; emoji sense disambiguation and emoji similarity. The paper also gives an evaluation of the quality of emoji pictograph mapping, the quality of the BabelNet sense extraction process, and a qualitative user study using Amazon Mechanical Turk to determine the overall quality of the sense matchings to emoji and the platform it may be rendered on for a set of 40 emoji. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related literature and positions how this work differs from other related works. Section 3 discusses how an emoji is modeled in the EmojiNet sense inventory and the techniques adopted to create it. Section 4 describes how we further extend the capabilities of EmojiNet as a sense inventory using word embedding models. Section 5 reports how we evaluated the processes used to create EmojiNet and the accuracy of the resource. Section 6 discusses two use-cases of EmojiNet and Section 7 concludes the work reported while discussing the future work planned.
Background and Related Work
Although emoji was introduced two decades ago, research on this communication form remains limited (Miller et al. 2016 ). This may be because emoji were not supported as a standard by The Unicode Consortium until 2009 (Davis and Edberg 2016), which finally enabled its adoption onto mobile platforms (SwiftKey 2015) . Early research into emoji focused on understanding the role of emoji in computer mediated communication. Cramer et al. studied the senderintended functionality of emoji using a group of 228 individuals who used emoji in text messages (Cramer, de Juan, and Tetreault 2016) . They reported on functional differences in emoji use and showed that the social and linguistic functions of emoji are complex. Kelly et al. reported that people who are in close relationships use emoji as a way of maintaining conversational connections in a playful manner (Kelly and Watts 2015). Pavalanathan et al. studied how emoji compete with ASCII-based non-standard orthographies, including emoticons, when it comes to communicating paralinguistic content on social media (Pavalanathan and Eisenstein 2016) . They reported that Twitter users prefer emoji over emoticons, and users who adopt emoji tend to use standard English words at an increased rate after emoji adoption. Others have used features extracted from emoji usage in sentiment analysis (Novak et al. 2015) , emotion analysis (Wang et al. 2012) , and Twitter profile classification (Balasuriya et al. 2016; Wijeratne et al. 2016a) problems.
Past work on understanding emoji senses by Miller et al. focused on how the sentiment and semantics of emoji differ when the same emoji is displayed on multiple platforms as vendors can design their own emoji image to display (Miller et al. 2016 ). Tigwell et al. showed how emoji misunderstanding can happen due to platform-specific designs (Tigwell and Flatla 2016). Barbieri et al. studied emoji meanings using word embeddings (Mikolov et al. 2013a ) learned over a tweet corpus and used the learned word embeddings to calculate the functional and topical similarity between emoji (Barbieri, Ronzano, and Saggion 2016). Eisner et al. used emoji descriptions available on Unicode.org to learn emoji meanings (Eisner et al. 2016 ) and showed that their emoji representation model could outperform the Barbieri et al.'s model in a sentiment analysis task.
Work on building resources that enable the natural language interpretation of emoji is at a very early stage. Several web resources list emoji senses either as keywords or sense labels, which is defined as a word(PoS tag) pair such as laugh(noun). Sense labels can be helpful for developing emoji sense inventories. For example, The Unicode Consortium 5 and EmojiLib 6 provide lists of keywords that could act as the intended meanings for emoji. The Emoji Dictionary lists sense labels for emoji meanings that are collected via crowdsourcing. However, none of these web resources can serve as machine-readable sense inventories due to the limitations in their system designs, including not providing enough training examples for a computer program to understand how an emoji should be used in a message context (Wijeratne et al. 2016b) . Therefore, simply scraping those websites to extract emoji sense labels alone cannot help to build emoji sense inventories out of them. The sense labels need to be linked with machine processable dictionaries such as BabelNet to extract message contexts for them. 
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Figure 1: Construction of Emoji Representation in EmojiNet list unicode representations of emoji, which makes it difficult to be directly consumed by a computer program.
In an initial experiment, we integrated four openly available emoji resources on the web and link sense labels extracted from The Emoji Dictionary with BabelNet to create a new sense inventory (Wijeratne et al. 2016b ). The focus of this work was on the actual construction of a sense inventory, rather than ensuring that it is complete and provides comprehensive sense information about emoji. Hence, our initial system only covers emoji for which we could extract emoji sense definitions from The Emoji Dictionary. This system only provides emoji sense definitions for 845 out of the 2,389 emoji supported by the Unicode Consortium (only 35% of all supported emoji). Moreover, the sense definitions available in this system are short and extracted from well-formed text, which is not suitable for building tools for NLP tasks over corpuses of non-standard and ill-formatted text with heavy emoji use (Ritter et al. 2011) . Finally, this system cannot be used to learn platform-specific (or vendorspecific) emoji senses as pointed out by (Miller et al. 2016) and the dataset used to build the system is not available publicly to download. Our new release address the above limitations, and includes a REST API for accessing a complete dataset of emoji senses.
Emoji Modeling and Dataset Creation
EmojiNet exposes a dataset of emoji. Each emoji is represented as a nonuple representing its sense and other metadata. Let E be the set of all emoji in EmojiNet. For each emoji e i ∈ E, EmojiNet records the nonuple
, where u i is the Unicode representation of e i , n i is the name of e i , c i is the short code of e i , d i is a description of e i , K i is the set of keywords that describe intended meanings attached to e i , I i is the set of images that are used in different rendering platforms, R i is the set of related emoji extracted for e i , H i is the set of categories that e i belongs to, and S i is the set of different senses in which e i can be used within a sentence.
An example of nonuple notation is shown as part of Figure 1. Each element in the nonuple provides essential information on emoji and for emoji sense disambiguation. EmojiNet uses unicode u i , name n i , and short code name c i of an emoji e i ∈ E to uniquely identify e i , and hence, to search EmojiNet. d i is a description of what is modeled in the emoji. It can sometimes help to understand the intended use of an emoji too. K i is also helpful to understand the intended uses of an emoji. I i helps to understand the rendering differences in each emoji based on different platforms. R i and H i could be useful to understand how emoji are related; thus, will be useful in tasks such as calculating emoji similarity and emoji sense disambiguation. Finally, S i holds all senses for e i , including their POS tags and sense definitions and links them with BabelNet, which makes EmojiNet a machine-readable emoji sense inventory.
Open resources used in EmojiNet
A number of open resources, with appropriate permission from the dataset owners, are used to construct the nonuple of an emoji. This section introduces those resources and the information extracted from each of them.
The Unicode Consortium Unicode is an industry standard for the encoding, representation, and handling of text in computers which enables people around the world to use them in any language 7 . The Unicode Consortium also maintains a complete list of the standardized Unicodes for each emoji 8 along with other information on them such as manually curated keywords and images of emoji. Let the set of all emoji available in the Unicode emoji list be E U . For each emoji e u ∈ E U , the Unicode character u u of e u , the name n u of e u , the set of all manually assigned keywords K eu that describe the intended functionality of e u , the set of all images I eu associated with e u that are used to display e u on different platforms, and the set of categories H eu which are all the categories that e u belongs to, are extracted from the Unicode Consortium website for inclusion in EmojiNet.
Emojipedia Emojipedia 9 is a human-created emoji reference website that organizes emoji into a pre-defined sets of categories while also providing useful information about them. Specifically, for each emoji, Emojipedia lists the Unicode representation of the emoji, its short code, its variations over rendering platforms, and its relationships with other emoji. Let the set of all emoji available in Emojipedia be E E . For each emoji e e ∈ E E , EmojiNet extracts the Unicode representation u e , short code c e , emoji definition d e , and the set of related emoji R ee of e e from Emojipedia.
The Emoji Dictionary The Emoji Dictionary 10 is the first crowdsourced emoji reference website that provides emoji definitions with their sense labels based on how they are used in sentences. It organizes the different meanings of an emoji under three part-of-speech tags, namely, nouns, verbs, and adjectives. It also lists an image of the emoji and its definition with example usages spanning across multiples senses with multiple part-of-speech tags. Let the set of all emoji available in The Emoji Dictionary be E D . For each emoji e d ∈ E D , EmojiNet extracts its image i e d ∈ I D , where I D is the set of all images of all emoji in E D and the set of crowd-generated sense labels S e d from Emoji Dictionary.
BabelNet BabelNet is the most comprehensive multilingual machine-readable semantic network available to date (Navigli and Ponzetto 2010) and it has been shown useful in many research areas, including word sense disambiguation, semantic similarity, and sense clustering. It is a dictionary with a lexicographic and encyclopedic coverage of words within a semantic network that connects concepts in Wikipedia to the corresponding words in the BabelNet dictionary. Sense definitions from BabelNet are included in EmojiNet. For the set of all sense labels S e d in each e d ∈ E D , EmojiNet extracts the sense definitions and examples for each sense label s e d ∈ S e d from BabelNet. Figure 1 gives a high level four step overview of how the open resources are utilized to create an emoji representation. This section elaborates on each of these steps.
Resource Integration
Step 1 -Linking resources based on the Unicode First, EmojiNet extracts all emoji characters that are currently supported by the Unicode Consortium and the information it stores for each one of them, such as emoji names, keywords and images. Then, for each emoji extracted from the Unicode website, EmojiNet extracts additional information such as the emoji short code, emoji description and related emoji from Emojipedia website. EmojiNet merges all information extracted from the two websites based on the Unicode representation of emoji and stores them under each emoji e i ∈ E using the nonuple notation described earlier.
Step 2 -Linking resources based on the Images The Emoji Dictionary does not store the Unicode character representations of emoji, hence integrating it with the emoji data extracted from the Unicode Consortium and Emojipedia websites is done based on matching the images of the emoji available in the three resources. For this purpose, we extracted 18,615 images representing all 2,389 emoji from the Unicode Consortium website and created an index, which we refer to as our example set, I x . We also downloaded images of all emoji listed on The Emoji Dictionary website, which resulted in a total of 1,074 images, from which we created our test image dataset, I t . We implemented a nearest neighborhood-based image matching algorithm based on (Santos 2010) that matches each image in I t with the images in I x . This algorithm has shown to perform well when aligning images with few colors and objects, which is the case with emoji. Since images are of different resolutions, we first normalized them into a 300x300px space and then divided them along a lattice of 25 nonoverlapping regions of size 25x25px. We then calculated the average color intensity of each region by averaging its R, G and B pixel color values. To calculate the dissimilarity between two images, we summed the L 2 distance of the average color intensities of the corresponding regions. We selected L 2 distance as it prefers many medium disagreements to one large disagreement as in L 1 distance. The final accumulated value that we received for a pair of images will be a measure of the dissimilarity of the two images. For each image in I t , the least dissimilar image from I x is chosen and the corresponding emoji nonuple information is merged.
Step 3 -Extracting sense labels The Emoji Dictionary lists sense labels for each emoji which were obtained through its crowdsourced data collection platform, while the Unicode Consortium lists intended meanings for each emoji as keywords, but without any part-of-speech tags. The two resources thus carry complementary information about emoji meanings necessary to create a sense label. EmojiNet follows the procedure illustrated in Figure 2 to extract emoji sense labels using the two resources. For each emoji, EmojiNet extracts all the emoji sense labels listed in The Emoji Dictionary. This resulted in a total of 31,944 sense labels. For each of the 6,057 keywords for emoji listed in the Unicode Consortium website, it then generates three sense labels using the three part-of-speech tags; noun, verb, and adjective. That means, for a keyword listed in the Unicode Consortium website such as face, EmojiNet generates the three sense labels face(N), face(V), and face(A) as shown in Figure 2 . We selected only three part-of-speech tags as they were the only part-of-speech tags supported by The Emoji Dictionary and other emoji sense inventories (Wijeratne et al. 2016b ).
Following the above step, a total of 18,171 sense labels for the 6,057 keywords are created. Next, EmojiNet combines the sense labels from the two resources into a pool of sense labels, totaling 50,115 sense labels in the pool. However, not all senses in the pool of sense labels are valid. For example, the sense label face(A) is invalid as the word face cannot be used as an adjective in the English language. To filter out invalid sense labels from the sense label pool, EmojiNet validates each sense label in the pool against the valid sense labels in BabelNet sense inventory. During this validation process, a total of 21,779 sense labels were discarded from the sense label pool where 10,848 of them were extracted from The Emoji Dictionary and 10,931 of them were generated from the Unicode Consortium keywords. The above filtering step leaves 28,336 valid sense labels in the sense label pool. We also noticed that there are a lot of sense labels in the pool that do not represent valid meanings for certain emoji.
For example, for the emoji , pig(N), rainbow(N), and face(V) are listed among many other invalid meanings. Even though these are valid English sense labels, they are not valid meanings for the emoji, thus we remove such instances. Most of such invalid sense labels were extracted from The Emoji Dictionary, and due to non availability of input validation methods in The Emoji Dictionary website, those being ended up adding to Emoji Dictionary's sense inventory. With the help of two human annotators, we were able to remove a total of 15,432 such sense labels. The remaining 12,904 sense labels are ready to be assigned their sense definitions using BabelNet, as described next.
Step 4 -Extracting and linking with BabelNet senses For a given sense label, there could be multiple sense definitions available in BabelNet. For example, the current version of BabelNet lists 6 different sense definitions for the sense Then the baseline assigns the MFS of a word as its correct word sense. We use a MFS-based WSD baseline due to the fact that MFS is a very strong, hard-to-beat baseline model for WSD tasks (Basile, Caputo, and Semeraro 2014) . Figure 3 depicts the process of assigning BabelNet sense definitions to the sense labels in EmojiNet. We use the MASC annotations provided by Moro et al. to calculate the MFS of each word in the MASC corpus. Then, for all sense labels that are common for the MASC corpus and EmojiNet, we assign the calculated MFS for each of them as their corresponding sense definition and save their sense definitions in EmojiNet. However, not all sense labels in EmojiNet were assigned BabelNet senses in the above WSD task as several sense labels were not present in the MASC corpus. To assign sense definitions for those that were missed in the earlier WSD task, we defined a second WSD task based on the most popular sense (MPS) of each BabelNet sense. We define the MPS of a sense label as follows. For each BabelNet sense label B s , we take the count of all sense definitions BabelNet lists for B s . The MPS of B s is the BabelNet sense ID that has the highest number of definitions for B s . For sense labels that there are more than one MPS available in BabelNet, we manually assign the correct BabelNet sense ID. Once the MPS is calculated, those will be assigned to their corresponding sense labels in EmojiNet which were left out in the MFS-based WSD task.
Enhancing EmojiNet for Analysis Tasks
Making EmojiNet more useful beyond just serving as a machine-readable sense inventory and to enable its use for 11 https://goo.gl/OeLc2F Adding word embeddings to EmojiNet As pointed out earlier, the accuracy of the sense disambiguation tasks can be improved by incorporating more context words (Vasilescu, Langlais, and Lapalme 2004) , and NLP tools trained on well-formed text might not work well with the language variations seen in social media (Ritter et al. 2011) . Thus, to make EmojiNet a more robust tool for working with social media text processing, we derive additional context words based on word embedding models learned over Twitter and news articles, respectively.
We collected a Twitter dataset that contained emoji using the Twitter streaming API 12 to train a word embedding model on tweets with emoji. The dataset was collected using emoji Unicodes as filtering words, over a four week period, starting from 6 th August 2016 to 8 th September 2016. It consists of 147 million tweets containing emoji. We removed all retweets and used the remaining 110 million unique tweets for training purposes. When training the Twitter-based word embedding model (Mikolov et al. 2013a), we first convert all emoji into textual features using Emoji for Python 13 API. Then we remove all stopwords and perform stemming across all tweets. We then feed all the training data (i.e. words found in tweets, including emoji) to the Word2Vec tool and train it using a Skip-gram model with negative sampling. We choose Skip-gram model with negative sampling to train our model as it is shown to generate robust word embedding models even when certain words are less frequent in the training corpus (Mikolov et al. 2013b ). We set the number of dimensions of our model to 300 and the negative sampling rate to 10 sample words, which works well with medium-sized datasets (Mikolov et al. 2013b ). We set the context word window to be 5 so that it will consider 5 words to left and right of the target word at each iteration of the training process. This setting is suitable for sentences where average sentence length is less than 11 words, as is the case in tweets (Hu, Talamadupula, and Kambhampati 2013). We ignore the words that occur fewer than 10 times in our Twitter dataset when training the word embedding model. We use a publicly available word embedding model that is We follow an approach similar to the one presented by Eisner et al. when learning additional context words for emoji sense definitions (Eisner et al. 2016 ). For each emoji e i ∈ E, we extract the definition d i of the emoji e i and the set of all emoji sense definitions S i of e i from EmojiNet. Then, for each word w in d i , we extract the twenty most similar words from the two word embedding models as two separate sets, namely CW T ei and CW N ei . For example, for , EmojiNet lists "A gun emoji, more precisely a pistol. A weapon that has potential to cause great harm" as its emoji definition. To generate context words, we replace each word in the definition above with the top twenty most similar words learned for it using the two word embedding models, respectively. We do the same for each emoji sense definition for as well. For each emoji sense definition s i ∈ S i that belongs to e i , we then extract the words w si in s i ∈ S i and repeat the same process to learn two separate context word sets CW T ei−si and CW N ei−si , based on the twenty most similar words for each word w si in s i ∈ S i . The separate sets allow us to mark if a context word was learned from social media (Twitter) or more well-formed text (news articles) in EmojiNet.
Adding platform-specific meanings to EmojiNet As pointed out by (Miller et al. 2016) , platform-specific emoji meanings could also play an important role in emoji understanding tasks. We came up with a list 15 of 40 most confused emoji based on the differences in their platformspecific images and crowd-provided senses, including the 25 emoji studied by Miller et al. We setup an Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) experiment to identify the platform-specific meanings associated with the 40 selected emoji. We selected five vendor platforms for our study, namely Google, Apple, Windows, Samsung, and Twitter, and extracted all of the emoji sense labels stored in EmojiNet. In our experiment, a single AMT task asks a worker to say whether they think that a given sense label is a reasonable sense for a platformspecific emoji. Radio buttons (agree or disagree) are used to record their decisions, along with a text field to give a brief explanation. Results with no, repeating, or nonsense explanations were filtered away under the assumption that the worker was a spammer. We conducted a total of 14,448 such AMT tasks, of which 1,128 were filtered as spam.
We looked at what were the emoji that had platform specific meanings. We specifically look for meanings that are unique for certain emoji when they were shown in certain platforms. We found 27 emoji (67.50%) that had platform specific meanings. For example, for , we noticed that windows platform was the only one that shows a smiling face with teeth displaying as shown in . Therefore, the AMT workers have assigned laugh as a meaning for but not for any other emoji for the same Unicode representation including . We also noticed that the Samsung platformbased emoji had the least number of meanings associated with their images, which tells us Amazon workers had hard time agreeing with each other on the emoji meanings when Samsung images are displayed. Google platform images had the highest agreement among emoji senses. We've added these vendor-specific meanings into EmojiNet dataset.
EmojiNet Web application and REST API To make it easy to browse and programmatically access the EmojiNet dataset, we host EmojiNet as a web application at http://emojinet.knoesis.org/. The web application supports searching the EmojiNet dataset based on the Unicode character representation, name, or the short code of an emoji. It also supports browsing EmojiNet by specifying the part-of-speech tags of the emoji senses. A REST API is implemented so that computer applications can also access the EmojiNet dataset. The API has a series of methods that can be invoked over an HTTP connection that return data in a JSON object format. The resource, along with the complementary sense embedding, vendor-specific sense data and REST API with documentation, is freely available to the public for research use. Table 1 lists some summary statistics for the data stored in EmojiNet and the emoji data distribution. Each emoji in EmojiNet carries all features listed in Table 1 except related emoji. A total of 7,544 related emoji pairs have been stored in EmojiNet that belongs to 1,755 emoji. There are 6,057 emoji keywords, 18,615 images, 141 categories and 12,904 sense labels being shared across the 2,389 emoji. An emoji in EmojiNet has 5 to 6 senses on average. Figure 4 plots the number of unique emoji senses for each emoji stored in EmojiNet. A selected set of emoji are also shown there. Emoji with a diverse set of senses include (55) followed by (49). For example, had senses ranging from chocolate to smelly. When looking at the senses, it was evident that most of the senses are based on the look and feel of the emoji. For example, had many sense variations that interpret as feces, and some sense variations which were based on the color and the shape of the emoji.
had senses ranging from sweat to rain. We also noticed , and , which are three of the most popular emoji on Twitter 16 , were among EmojiNet's top 10 emoji with most number of senses. We examined the emoji that had least number of emoji senses (1). Those include blood type emoji such as and , buttons such as and , and newly introduced emoji such as and . We found that all of them do not exist in The Emoji Dictionary website, hence they did not have any crowd-generated emoji meanings saved in EmojiNet. We also noticed that they have only one keyword listed in the Unicode Consortium website as the intended meaning. Some of them, such as animal faces, were recently introduced.
Dataset Evaluation
This section evaluates the process we used to curate the data published in EmojiNet. In particular, we evaluate the nearest neighborhood-based image processing algorithm that we used to integrate emoji resources and the most frequent sense-based and most popular sense-based WSD algorithms that we used to assign meanings to emoji sense labels.
Resource Integration Evaluation
We evaluate how the nearest neighborhood-based image processing algorithm matches images from The Emoji Dictionary website (i.e. I t ) with the images downloaded from the Unicode Consortium website (i.e. I x ). The Unicode Consortium website contains multiple vendor-specific images for a given emoji that depict how an emoji looks on those vendors' platforms (i.e. different emoji for different platforms such as Apple, Samsung, Windows, Twitter etc.). Since we have indexed all vendor-specific images of each emoji under that emoji's Unicode representation, to correctly map an image in I t with I x , we only require an image in I t to match with any one of those vendor-specific images in I x for a given emoji. Once the matching process is completed, we pick the top ranked match for each emoji based on the dissimilarity of the two matched images and manually evaluate them for equality. The Unicode representation of the top ranked matched image from I x will be assigned as the Unicode representation of the matching image from I t . Though the image processing algorithm we used is naive, it works well for our study as the images of the emoji are not complex (i.e. each image has one object such as a face or a fruit) and they do not contain complex color combinations (i.e. one or two colors with a transparent/white background).
The image processing algorithm we used combines color (spectral) information with spatial (position/distribution) information and tends to represent those features well when the images are simple. Out of the 1,074 image instances we checked, our algorithm could correctly find matching images for 1,034 images in I t with an accuracy of 96.27%. An error analysis performed on the 40 incorrect matches revealed that 13 family emoji, 9 person emoji and 8 clock emoji were identified incorrectly among others. These image types had minimal differences in either objects or color, hence the algorithm had failed to match them correctly. For example, 9 person emoji had very slight differences in objects such as long hair in one image versus the short hair in the other. The clock emoji had their arms at different locations while the color of the images were identical. We manually corrected the 40 incorrect matches and assigned them their correct Unicode representations to complete the integration between The Emoji Dictionary data with Unicode Consortium data.
Sense Assignment Evaluation
Here we discuss how we evaluated the MFS-based and MPS-based WSD algorithms that we used to link Emoji sense labels with BabelNet sense definitions. To do this evaluation, we sought the help of two human judges who have experience in NLP research. We provided them with all emoji included in EmojiNet, listing all the valid sense labels for each emoji and their corresponding BabelNet senses (BabelNet sense IDs with definitions) calculated though either MFS or MPS baselines. They were asked to mark whether they thought that the suggested BabelNet sense ID was the correct sense ID for the emoji sense label listed. We calculated the agreement between the two judges for this task using Cohen's kappa coefficient 17 and obtained an agreement value of 0.7134, which is considered to be a good agreement.
Out of the 12,904 sense labels we provided them to disambiguate, 7,815 appeared in both the EmojiNet dataset and MASC dataset, so they were assigned BabelNet sense definitions through the MFS-based WSD approach. Our judges evaluated the sense assignments based on whether they thought that the suggested BabelNet sense ID assigned by the MFS baseline was the correct sense ID for the emoji sense label. They decided that 6,673 sense labels were assigned correct BabelNet sense IDs, yielding an accuracy of 85.38% for the MFS baseline. Judges then assigned the correct sense IDs for the 1,142 sense labels that were sense disambiguated incorrectly by the MFS baseline. The remaining 5,089 sense labels which were not assigned senses by the MFS baseline were considered for a second WSD task based on a MPS baseline. While evaluating the accuracy of the MPS baseline, the judges followed the same approach that they followed for evaluating the MFS baseline. Based on the evaluation results, we found that the MPS baseline has achieved 80.68% accuracy in the WSD task. There were 983 sense labels which were sense disambiguated incorrectly in this approach, which were then corrected by the judges. Overall, the two WSD baselines have correctly sense disambiguated a total of 10,779 sense labels, yielding an accuracy of 83.53% for the WSD task. Table 2 integrates the results obtained by both word sense disambiguation algorithms for different part-of-speech tags. The results shows that the two WSD approaches we used have performed reasonably well in disambiguating the sense labels in EmojiNet.
Applications
In this section, we illustrate two applications of EmojiNet, namely, emoji sense disambiguation and emoji sense similarity evaluation. Note that the intention of this section is to demonstrate EmojiNet's utility to researchers, rather than to propose comprehensive solutions to these challenging tasks.
Emoji Sense Disambiguation
Emoji sense disambiguation is the ability to identify the meaning of an emoji in the context of a message in a computational manner. Previous research has identified the importance of the problem (Wijeratne et al. 2016b ), however have not solved it. To solve the emoji sense disambiguation problem, there has to be an emoji sense inventory that a computer program could use to extract emoji meanings.
To show EmojiNet could be used as a sense inventory for emoji sense disambiguation, we first select 25 emoji which have shown to be interpreted differently when used in communication by previous research (Miller et al. 2016 ). Then we take the Twitter corpus that we used to train the word embedding model discussed in Section 4 and randomly select 50 tweets for each of the 25 emoji. We select tweets that contain only one emoji anywhere in the middle of the tweet. To disambiguate the sense of an emoji in a tweet, we compare the context of the emoji in the tweet with the contexts of each emoji sense for that emoji obtained from EmojiNet. This tweet context is defined as all words surrounding the emoji. We define three sets of contexts for an emoji sense based on the three different datasets we used to generate them: (i) BabelNet-based context: This is the set of words coming from BabelNet sense definitions which we extracted for an emoji, (ii) Twitter-based context: This is the set of context words learned by using the Twitter word embedding model for the emoji from Section 4, and (iii) News-based context: This is the set of context words learned by using the Google News word embedding model for an emoji from Section 4. To find the sense of an emoji in a tweet, we calculate the context overlap between the context of the emoji in the tweet with the context words taken from each of the above three sets. Following past studies, the sense with the highest context word overlap is assigned to the emoji at the end of a successful run of the algorithm (Vasilescu, Langlais, and Lapalme 2004) . We then asked two human judges to evaluate the emoji senses assigned to the emoji in our tweet dataset. We asked the judges to label the sense assignment as correct if they think that the chosen sense for an emoji in a tweet is the most appropriate sense that could be assigned to it from EmojiNet or incorrect if they do not think the sense is appropriately assigned for the emoji in a tweet. The agreement between the two judges for this task measured by Cohen's kappa coefficient was 0.6878, which is considered to be a good agreement. Table 3 lists the top 10 emoji based on their sense disambiguation accuracy. We define the emoji sense disambiguation accuracy for an emoji as the ratio between the number of correctly sense disambiguated messages (tweets) and the number of total sense disambiguated messages for that emoji. Among the 25 emoji in our dataset, gives the highest sense disambiguation accuracy of 0.61. We observe that Twitter-based context vectors outperforms the other two context vectors constantly, except for disambiguating the sense of . This observation aligns with what past research on social media text processing suggest us, which is, tools designed for well-formed text processing will not work well when used for ill-formatted text processing (Ritter et al. 2011) . The average number of Twitter-based context words for an emoji sense definition was very high compared to that of BabelNet-based contexts. This align with the past research too, that the disambiguation results can be improved when we increase the number of context words in the sense definitions (Vasilescu, Langlais, and Lapalme 2004) . These evaluation results validates the importance of the improvements we made to EmojiNet by introducing context word vectors learned by Twitter and Google News corpuses. 
Emoji Sense Similarity
Similar to semantic similarity of words 18 , we define emoji similarity based on the likeness of their meaning as defined by the sense labels assigned to each emoji. This is a new notion of 'emoji similarity' compared to previous work that defined similarity by emoji functionality or topic (Barbieri, Ronzano, and Saggion 2016; Eisner et al. 2016 ) and is uniquely enabled by EmojiNet's sense repository. This sense similarity is similar to how semantic similarity measures have been defined using sense inventories such as WordNet 19 and BabelNet. Since EmojiNet carries functional and topical emoji meanings available in the Unicode Consortium and The Emoji Dictionary websites in addition to the other intended meanings of emoji if any, our method complements other similarity measures. We next describe a usecase where we model an emoji similarity graph using the emoji present in EmoTwi50 dataset created by Barbieri et al. to explain sense-based emoji similarity.
EmoTwi50 is a dataset that contains 25 manually created and 25 randomly created emoji pairs, totaling 100 unique emoji. Barbieri et al. created and used this dataset to find functional and topical similarity of the 50 emoji pairs. We use it to create our emoji similarity graph based on emoji senses. We first extract the sense labels of the 100 emoji in EmoTwi50 dataset from EmojiNet. A node in the emoji similarity graph is an emoji and an edge exists if there is at least one common sense between them. Figure 5 visualizes this graph, with the thickness of an edge corresponding to the number of shared emoji senses between them. We then run a label propagation community detection algorithm (Barber and Clark 2009 ) to identify emoji communities (clusters) based on their sense overlap. This revealed 16 clusters in our graph, each of which represents 'sense-similar' emoji. Due to space limitations, we list a selected set of emoji within Table 4 . We can see that the smiling face emoji have been clustered together while sad faces, hearts, drinks and hand symbols form their own clusters. We also notice two islands, which we have labeled as cameras and sports & entertainment.
Once the graph is computed, we can use any traditional semantic, path or set similarity measure to find the sense similarity between any two emoji in the graph. For example, we use Jaccard Similarity 20 to find the sense similarity between and . Both emoji have 12 sense labels each, shares 9 sense labels, and have 15 unique sense labels between them. Thus, the sense similarity between them can be calculated as the ratio between 9 and 15, which gives 0.60. Table 5 lists the ten most similar emoji pairs calculated based on EmoTwi50 dataset. We can replace Jaccard Similarity with a sophisticated similarity measure to improve the results shown. The emoji similarity dataset we created using Jaccard Similarity is available to download at http://emojinet.knoesis.org/.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presented the release of EmojiNet, the largest machine-readable emoji sense inventory that links Unicode emoji representations to their English meanings extracted from the Web. We described how (i) three open resources were integrated to build EmojiNet, (ii) word embedding models and vendor-specific emoji senses were used to improve EmojiNet, and (iii) how the resource building process was evaluated. We developed a web application to browse the EmojiNet dataset, a REST API to access the functionality of EmojiNet, and showed how EmojiNet can be used to solve emoji sense disambiguation and emoji sense similarity problems. In the future, we plan to extend the sense inventory by adding machine processable emoji meanings that were not present in BabelNet but listed as intended meanings by the Unicode Consortium. We also want to introduce a semi-automatic update process to keep EmojiNet up-to-date as and when new emoji are supported by the Unicode Consortium. We would also like to work on introducing more sophisticated algorithms to solve emoji sense disambiguation and emoji sense similarity problems in the future to support better understanding of emoji use over social media. 
